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effective manipulation of the load carried
thereby.
In trucks of the particular class described, it
is customary to mount the elevating carriage
for lifting movement on a pair of secondary
uprights. The secondary uprights are in turn
mounted for lifting moveinent on primary up
rights. For accomplishing this movement of
the elevating carriage and the secondary up

problem presented, and have actually con
structed a successfully operating and com
mercially desirable truck based on that concep
tion. As a feature of my invention, I utilize two
rains with one ran adapted to lift the load
elevating carriage relatively to the secondary
uprights while the second ram lifts the second
O

rights, it is customary to use a hydraulic ram,
and thereby imparting lifting movement simul
taneously to the carriage and the secondary
uprights.
As those skilled in the art will fully appreciate,
it is very important that the load elevating car
riage be capable of some lifting movement prior
to the movement of the secondary uprights, so
that the overall height of the truck shall not

20

sential that the overall height of the truck be

30

stack the load within the freight car or to re
move it from a Stack within the car. It is also
necessary in trucks of the particular class that
the elevating ram itself be not unduly exposed
and
that it shall not extend above the primary
or secondary uprights during the lifting move

35

the ram operating through a chain mechanism

be increased when the carriage is lifted a limited
amount. This arrangement is especially neces
sary where a truck is to be used for moving loads
in and out of freight cars, since there it is es

maintained a minimum, while the load elevating
carriage is raised to a considerable height to

ment of the elevating carriage.
.
InVentors have attacked the particular prob

lem for many years, but no very effective re

Sults have been obtained. One attempted solu
tion of the problem is found in the EDunham
Patent No. 2,178,370 dated October 31, 1939,
where the elevating ram is adapted to raise the
elevating carriage through means of a chain
mechanism, while adapted to elevate the second
ary uprights through direct physical contact.
This direct physical contact is not made until
after the ram moves a predetermined degree to
lift the elevating carriage a short distance from
the ground. While the Dunham structure is
effective in maintaining the secondary uprights
in their lowered position while simultaneously
lifting the elevating carriage somewhat, the
amount of lift of the carriage thus obtained is
naturally very limited. It, therefore, becomes
impossible to utilize the carriage effectively for
stacking loads within a freight car, because to
obtain a really considerable lift of the carriage,
it is necessary to raise the secondary uprights
somewhat.

-

-

2

I have conceived an effective solution of the

This invention relates to an industrial truck
of the type in which a load elevating carriage
is adapted to lift and lower a load. More par
ticularly, my invention relates to a truck of the
particular class in which the carriage may not
only be lifted and lowered, but may be tilted for

25

ary uprights relatively to the primary uprights.
As a further feature of the invention, the sec
ond ram lifts both the secondary uprights and
the load elevating carriage.
As a still further feature of my invention, one
ram extends between the secondary uprights and
the elevating carriage and is adapted to lift the
elevating carriage, and while this may be done
directly, I prefer to utilize a flexible movement
multiplying mechanism such as a cable or chain
that is actuated by the ram. The second ram
to which i have alluded is supported for exten
sion between the primary uprights and the sec
ondary uprights and is adapted to lift the sec
ondary uprights and therefore the elevating car
riage also, and such movement may be accom
plished directly or through the same sort of
mechanism that is utilized in connection with the
first ram for lifting the carriage.
It is a feature of this part of the invention that
relatively small inexpensive rams may be utilized,
as each ram is required to contribute relatively
short movement to the mechanism actuated
thereby. This is an exceedingly important char
acteristic of my invention, as those skilled in the
art will appreciate.

40
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As a further feature of my invention, the two
rams are adapted to operate in sequence with
the first ram lifting the load elevating carriage
to its full extent before any movement whatso
ever is imparted to the secondary uprights by
the second ram. It is a particular important
feature of my invention that this sequential op
eration is inherent in my structure so that both
rams may be directly connected to a single source
of fluid pressure. The operation is inherent be
cause the fluid pressure will first actuate that
ram having the lighter load with relation to its
surface area, and will then actuate the ram hav
ing
the greater load with relation to its surface
aea.
For purposes of economy, my rams are dupli
cates, and since one ram is required to lift mere
ly the elevating carriage while the other ram is
required to lift both the carriage and secondary

uprights, it is obvious that the carriage will be
the first load to be lifted. For insuring this se
quential lift, those skilled in the art may develop
other structures based on my broad concept of
two sequentially actuated rams and it is natural
ly important that the claims granted me shall be
of sufficient scope to cover such modifications of
my invention. As a matter of fact, I have al

ready conceived the utilization of a larger area

2,554,980
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raim to raise the load elevating carriage, thereby
reducing the unit area pressure required to lift
the carriage relatively to the unit area, pressure
required by the second ram, and thus insuring
the operation of the first ran where friction of
other factors may place unforeseen difficulties

that the claims to be granted me shall be of Sufi

cient breadth to prevent the appropriation of my
invention by those skilled in the art.
Referring now to the dra WingS, Fig. 1 is a Side
elevation of an industrial truck of the general

class described, illustrating my invention applied
thereto. Fig. 2 is a for Ward end elevation of the
truck of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a view of the uprights

on the carriage operation. Similarly, I have Con
ceived the utilization of valving means, and even

separate pressure sources and separate motors
for those pressure sources, all designed to con
tribute the sequential lift I require, and all based
on my broad concept of two rams.
As a further feature of my invention, the load
elevating carriage and the secondary uprights
are always maintained under the control of the
hydraulic rams so that neither the carriage nor
the secondary uprights may drop freely and cause
damage. In the most successful structure of this
type heretofore contributed, the Secondary up

rights may drop and cause considerable damage,

4

poses of my invention. It is important therefore

10 and the load elevating carriage With the carriage

5

in its fully elevated position relatively to the sec
ondary uprights. Fig. 4 is an end elevation of the
parts in the position of Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is an ele
Vation of the uprights and the elevating carriage
showing both the carriage and Secondary uprights

in their fully lifted position. Fig. 6 is an end

elevation of the parts of Fig. 5. Fig. 7 is a per
Spective view showing the chains utilized for lift
20

ing the carriage and/or secondary uprights with
the ram actuated sprockets in engagement there

and it has heretofore been possible only to limit
this damage by limiting the amount of possible
drop, and not to eliminate the difficulty. Those
skilled in the art will appreciate greatly this par

With. Fig. 8 is a diagrammatic view showing the

able contributions made thereby to the art.
As still a further feature of the invention, I
utilize a tilting ram for tilting the primary and

30

Referring now more particularly to the draw
ings, the truck of my invention is of the general
type Well known in the art and having a load
elevating carriage ), a pair of secondary up
rights , and a pair of primary uprights f2.
The primary uprights, together with the sec
ondary uprights and the carriage , are adapted
for tilting in a manner indicated by me in earlier

35

patents, or as hereinafter Set forth. While the
traction of my truck is obtained electrically,
the lifting of the secondary uprights and load

lift and tilt rams, the fluid pressure source, and

the valve mechanism and electrical mechanism
for controlling the entire combination of ele
ticular phase of my invention and the consider 25 ments.

secondary uprights together with the load elevat
ing carriage relatively to the main frame of the
truck. Insofar as the general arrangement of
the tilting ram is concerned, there is no particu

liar novelty therein to be claimed. However, the
control of the tilting ram and the means where

by hydraulic pressure is directed thereto and

therefron, are of extreme inportance and are
herein to be described and claimed.

elevating carriage is obtained hydraulically.

Thus, the traction wheels 3 are driven in a
conventional manner by an electric motor ener
40 gized in the usual conventional manner, With
the Source of current being a battery contained
in the battery compartment 4 of the truck ill
lustrated. The operator of the truck Will sit on
the seat 5 and Will steer the truck by means
of the steering wheel 6. A pair of handles
and 3 are pivoted on an axis 9 relatively to
a forward standard 2 of the truck, the handie
actuating a control rod 2 and the handle
8 actuating a control rod 22, both rods being
50 best illustrated in Fig. 8.
of fiuid to either end of the tilting ran.
The source of fluid pressure to which I have
alluded is designated generally by the reference
As a still further feature of my invention, I
arrange for novel electrical controls for a motor
letter S in Fig. 1, and is probably best illustrated
utilized to develop a source of fluid pressure for
in Fig. 8. It comprises an electric notor 23
the rams. Thus, it is possible to control the lift 55 driving through gearing 24 a pair of pumps 25,
rans to lower the load without starting the mo
26. The two pumps 25, 26 are functionally con
sidered one Source of fluid preSSure, it being
tor, while at the same time, the actuation of the
more economical for my purposes to utilize tWO
control means for the lift ram to lift the load,
pumps rather than a single large pump. Both
Will start the motor, the Starting of the notor
being also accomplished upon movement of the 60 pumps obtain their fluid from a reservoir R,
and the flow of fluid is effectively controlled by
control means for the tilt ran for tilting the
a tilt control Wave mechanism T and a lift Con
load in either of opposed directions.
trol valve mechanism L., mechanism T being ac
I have thus outlined rather broadly the more
important features of my invention, in order that 65 tuated and controlled in turn by handle and
the detailed description thereof that follows may
shaft 2, while mechanism L is controlled and
actuated by handle 8 and shaft 22.
be better understood, and in order that my con

Thus, as a feature of my invention, the fluid
pressure normally directed to the tilting ram will
be directed to the lifting rams to augment the
normal preSSure applied to the lifting rams When
the control for the tilting ram is in neutral posi
tion. As a particular feature of this part of the
invention, the lifting rams and tilt ran are actu
ated from a single source of fluid preSSure, in
effect, with a part of the pressure going to the
tilting ram and a part thereof going to the lifting
rams, the arrangement being Such that the fluid
pressure will go entirely to the lifting rams if
valve means are actuated for preventing the flow

The load elevating carriage f is Suitably Se
cured to a vertically moving mounting member
2. that through Opposed Upper and OWer rollers
vention that Will be described hereinafter and
which will form the Subject of the claims ap 70 28 and 29 is adapted to move vertically in the
bearing channels 39 of the Secondary uprights
pended hereto. Those skilled in the art will ap
. The secondary uprights are in turn Secured
preciate as I have already indicated, that the con
to a carrying member 3 that is equipped With
ception on which my disclosure is based, may
readily be utilized as a basis for the designing of
upper and lower pairs of rollers 32 and 33 mov
other structures for carrying out the Several pur 75 ing in the channels 34 of primary uprights 2.

tribution to the art may be better appreciated.
There are, of course, additional features of my in
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In this way the secondary uprights may move edge
relatively to the primary uprights. The primary

elevated Without the upper end 63 of the carriage
extending above the primary and secondary up
rights 2, , and without any lifting of the
secondary uprights . The other figures to
which reference has been made illustrate very
well the extremely high lift possible when both
the load elevating carriage and the Secondary
uprights have been fully lifted.

uprights may be mounted in any suitable way,
as those skilled in the art will fully appreciate,
for tilting movement relatively to the truck. For
the purposes of the present invention, I show at
35 Stud shafts on which the uprights may tilt
relatively to the truck inain frame.

For accomplishing this tilting movement, I
utilize a tilting ram designated generally by ref

6
of the load elevating carriage iO may be

O

As is probably best illustrated in Fig. 8, the

erence numerai 36 and comprising a ram piston

first ran 46 and the Second ran 55 both receive

at 4 on the standard 2 of the truck. At 42

their fuid from the pipe 65, so that fluid pressure
will inherently be applied first to that ran hav
ing the lightest load in proportion to its area.
Thus, from the pipe 65 fluid will flow to the fitting
65 and thence through pipe S to ran 55 or

37 best illustrated in Fig. 8. This ram piston is
pivoted at 39 to a lever 45 that is in turn pivoted

there is pivoted to the lever 69 a link 43 that
is pivoted at 4:3 to a bracket 45 forming an in
tegral part of the primary uprights 2. It is
now obvious that movement of the ran piston

15

through pipe 68 to fitting G9 and then pipe Te

to ram & 6. It will be understood that while I

3. Will effect a tilting movement, Cf the primary

uprights 2 and therefore a pivotal movement of

the secondary uprights and load elevating car

20

even necessary to use flexible hose for conducting

riage 6.

the finid. Now, since the second ran 55 must lift

For moving the load elevating carriage 9

everything that the first rain lifts, plus the first
ran and the secondary uprights, it is obvious

and its mounting member 2, on rollers 28 and

29 relatively to the secondary uprights

,

25

utilize a ran designated generally by reference

inuneral 46 pivotally supported at 46 on the sec
ondary uprights. Instead of the pivotal Support
3 the ram may simply be mounted in a uini

versal cup-like bearing to be carried by the

secondary uprights

use the term pipe to designate the means through
which the fluid flows, it is actually desirable and

30

that with the rams both the same size, the pres
sure required to actuate ran 55 will be greater
than the pressure required to actuate ram 46.
Therefore, piston 48 will be the first to move:
on the fiow of fluid through pipe 65, and it will.
not be until rain 36 has first elevated load elevat

. The ran piston of the
iing carriage i to the position of Figs. 3 and 4
ram is is designated by reference nuneral 48,
that fluid will flow into ran 55 for actuating that
and carries at its upper end a traiSverse bar A9
ran and for lifting the Secondary uprights to
pivoted thereto at 59, as best Seen in Fig. 7. At
gether with the load carriage to the position illus
each end of the bar 49 there is mounted a 35 trated in FigS. 5 and 6.
sprocket 5, and the teeth of each Spirocket are
I believe that with this explanation, taken
in engagement with a chain 52. Each of the
together with the general discussion of my in
chains 52 is secured at one end to the carriage
vention already set forth, this phase of the con
through means of a bracket 53, and is Secured
tribution of my invention will be fully and clearly
at its other end to a bracket 54 carried by the 40 understood. I do wish to emphasize at this point,
secondary uprights . It is, of course, obvious
that both the elevating carriage and the Second
that upward movement of the ram piston 43 Cf
alry uprights are always under the control of the
ran 46 Will effect a movement of the Carriage
two rams so that it is never possible to have a
that Will be double the movement of the
free floating pair of uprights as in prior art con

ram piston 48. The movement that may be
imparted thus to the carriage it is best illus
trated in FigS. 3 and 4.
For lifting the secondary uprightS and the
carriage
as a unit relatively to the primary

structions.

Referring now further to Fig. 8, reference
letter T, as already set forth, indicates the tilt
control valve while reference letter I, indicates

generally the lift control valve. Referring first

uprights 2, there is utilized a second ran 55
pivoted at a on the primary uprights 2, and
having a ram piston 56. Ram piston 56 is con

to the tilt control T, we find that it includes a

chamber 9 in which slides a spool valve body
controlled by a portion 22 of the rod 2 through
the scalloped or boiled abutments 3 and 4 on

nected at its upper end to a croSS bar 5, that is

a duplicate of the cross bar 49 actuated by the
first ram piston A8. Through suitable Sprockets
58 secured at each end of the bar 57 a Second
pair of chains 59 is actuated, these chains being
secured at one end to the Secondary uprightS
at 6), and at the other end to the primary up
rights at 6. It is quite obvious that upward

movement of the second ram pistOn 56 Will con
tribute a double lift movement to the Secondary

uprights in the same manner as a double
lifting movement is contributed by the first rarth
piston 48 to the load elevating carriage i.

In Figs. 5 and 6 the secondary uprights are
shown at their highest lifted point, and the load
elevating carriage it is shown lifted to its high
est degree relatively to the secondary uprightS.
A study of Figs. 1, 3 and 4 illustrates the ex
tremely high movement that may be imparted to

the said rod, We find further in the tilt, coin

55

pressure of Spring a 6 thereof controlled by an
adjusting mechanisin it, the purpose of which
will be explained presently. In the upper portion
of the tilt control T we find a further chamber

60

8 within which floats a control piston is having
a pair of opposed pins 8 for controlling a right,
hand hall valve 8 and a left bail valve 82.

65

Each of these said ball valves 3i, 82 is main
tained within a bore formed in the end portio;
83 of a, regulator valve body designated generally
by reference numeral 84. There is one regulator
valve for each Side of the tilt ran 38, used for a

purpose presently to be described. A further
70

the load elevating carriage prior to any move

ment of the secondary uprights. Thus, the
in Fig. 3 illustrates the height to which the lower

trol i a spring loaded ball valve 15, with the

dotted and dash line position of the forks 62

75

bore 85 is formed in the body of each of the regul
lator valves, and mounted within each bore 85 is
a compression spring 38 guided at one end by a
pin 8 and extending between the end of the bore
85 and a controlling sliding pistoin waive 88
whereby to maintain the said sliding piston valve
in its extreme right hand position illustrated in

2,554,980
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Fig. 8. The construction of the sliding piston

valve 88 is such that pressure applied there
against through its flanged surface 89 Surround
ing its speed control passage 89a, will tend to
move the piston valve against the force of the
spring 86 and into a position obstructing bores
9, all for a purpose presently to be disclosed.

The rod 2: for controlling the spool valve

of the tilt valve control T is formed with a dwell

9 cooperating with a control pin 92 for closing a
switch at 93 upon movement of the rod 2 to the
light or to the left from its position of Fig. 8.

O S is used to actuate the two lift rams.

I should now like to refer to the lift control

valve L shown in Fig. 8. In the upper portion
of this lift control valve Li, there is shown a bore

94 within which is mounted a regulating valve
95 very similar in construction to the regulating
valve shown in the tilt control T except that the
end portion S3 containing the ball Valve 3 is
not utilized, Thus, regulating valve 95 contains
a sliding control piston 96 pressed to the extreme
right position by a spring 9 and adapted to move
against the force of the spiring when fluid pres
sure is exerted against the flange 93 of the said
sliding piston surrounding its Speed control paS

20

02. Once ball valve 02 is unseated, the pres

25

A chamber 99 is formed in the control valve
30

Mounted for sliding movement also in the chan

ber 99, and relatively to the control piece 24, is
a valve body

5.

The control rod 22 is formed with a long dwell

35

06 So that movement to the right thereof for
a considerable distance Will not move the Switch

operating pin 07 that controls a Switch 38.
Movement of the rod 22 to the left in Fig. 8 will,
however, move the pin 07 to close the switch
8. An index ball

40

9 co-acts with three index

notches if in the rod 22 for indexing its three
positionS. Additional paSSages and means in the
Valve body T. Will be referred to later. It Will
be Well now to disclose the operation of my inven

50

8 and will excite the

motor 23 which will immediately actuate pumps
25, 26. Simultaneously, the control surface fi
of rod 22 Will move into position to close the right
hand end of valve passage 2. Fuid will now

4d.

flow from the reservoir through pump 26, pipe
3, and passage

4 to lift the ball valve

5.

ment will be against the pressure of the spring
97 and will tend to close the passages 9. This
Will immediately slow down the ram piston move
ments. It may, therefore, be said that the reg
ulator valve 95 effectively controls the speed of
lowering movement of the elevating carriage and

the Secondary uprights. Incidentally, it will be
Well to emphasize here that the lifting speed is
also controlled by regulator valve 95 through its
passage 98a, as all fluid to the rams must pass
through passage 98a. Any excessive pressures
will maturally be relieved by safety ball valve

control rod 22 of control valve L. to the left from

the position of Fig. 8. This movement to the
left Will close a circuit at

fluid tending to flow from the rams 46, 55 will
be effective to move the control piece f4 and then
the valve body 5 to the right from their posi
tions in Fig. 8 to establish a flow of fluid past
the valve seat 2 into the low pressure chamber
26. This allows fluid to flow from the lift rams
through pipe 65, the Speed control passage 98a.
and bore 20 of the control piston 96, and pas
Sages 9, 8, if into bore 6. The fluid then
flows through port 25 and past valve seat 27
into chamber 26 and through pipe 28 back to
the reservoir R. In this way, the fluid from the
lift rams 55, 66 moves to the reservoir and the
load is lowered, always under full control.
For controlling the lowering speed of move
ment. I utilize the control piston 96 within the
regulator valve 95. Thus, should undue speed
be developed in the rams, the considerable pres
Sures Will tend to operate against the flange 98
moving piston 96 to the left in Fig. 8. This move

tion under Several conditions.

Let us first aSSume that the operator Wishes
to lift the load, but not to tilt the load. He will,
therefore, leave the valve control rod 2 and the
handle in the neutral position illustrated in
Fig. 8. He Will move the handle 8 SO as to move

Let us say that the load has been fully lifted
and that the operator wishes to lower the load.
In Order to Stop the operation of the pumps 25,
26, the operator need only restore control rod
22 to its position of Fig. 8. This will hold the
load in any elevated position to which it has been
moved, as fluid cannot flow past ball valve 5.
Thereafter, to lower the load he moves the rod 22
toward the right in Fig. 8 so that the pin 24
forming the end of the rod 22 unseats the ball

Sures in the low pressure chamber 26 and in
chamber 99 tend to become equalized. There
fore, the considerable pressure exerted by the

Sage 88a.

L., and is closed by a plug 66. The plug to
maintains in position a complession spring 0
that presses a ball O2 into closing relation to a
bore f O3 formed in a moving control piece 4.

8

cause spool 7 is positioned to prevent the flow
of fluid into the chamber 78 of control valve T,
the fluid can then flow only into passage 33 and
through the bore 7 a. of spool 7 about the stem
72 of rod 2 and into chamber 7). Thence, it
will flow through passage la and pipe 23 into
pipe 3 and join the output of the first pump
26 in the actuation of the two lift rams 46, 55.
Thus, the entire output of fluid pressure source

60

The flow will continue through passage 6, pas
sages 7, 8, 9 of the regulator valve 95,

through the bore 28 and speed control passage

We have now seen that during the lifting
movement both pumps operate together to con
tribute lifting action. We have also seen that

during lowering movement of the lifting rams,
no power is utilized, but control of the lowering

Speed is maintained. Let us now consider what
65 the fluid will flow first into the ran ÉS to lift, 65 happens when the load is tilted, and not lifted or
lowered. In the event it is desired to tilt the load,
the elevating carriage, and thereafter will flow

98a of the piston 96, and into pipe 65. From pipe

into the ram 55 to lift the secondary uprights
and the carriage, all as has been previously de
Scribed. Safety valve 4a will of course prevent
the application of additional pressure upon ful 70
lifting of the rams as those skilled in the art will
appreciate.
At the same time, fluid will flow from the
reservoir R into the pump 25 and through the
pipe 2 into passage 22 of control valve T. Be 75

but neither to lift nor lower, the control rod 22
is maintained in its position of Fig. 8. The con
trol rod 2 is moved in one direction or the other
depending upon the direction of the tilt desired.
Let us say that it is desired to tilt in a direction
in which the piston 37 of the ram 36 is moved

upwardly in Fig. 8. For the particular purpose
the rod 2 will then be moved to the right to align
groove 30 of spool 7 with bore 29. This will

9
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relatively to said primary uprights, a load car

close the circuit at switch 93 and the motor 23
Will be energized to actuate both pumpS.

said Secondary uprights for vertical movement

Fluid from pump 25 will move through pipe

riage, means mounting Said load carriage for
vertical movement relatively to said secondary
uprights, a hydraulic ram interposed between
Said load carriage and secondary uprights,
groove 30 of Spool
and into chamber 8
means whereby said hydraulic ram lifts said
at the left side of piston 9. The fluid will
load carriage reiatively to said secondary up
then move past the ball valve 82 and the regul
rights and hold Said carriage in ail elevated
lator Valve 34 into pipe 3 and thence into 10 position relatively to said secondary uprights,
ran 36 and against piston St. Movement of
a Second hydraulic ran interposed between said
the piston 3 will, of course, tilt the load. Si
Secondary uprights and primary uprights, and
multaneously, fluid will flow from the other side
means whereby said Secondary aim lifts said
of the piston 3 through pipe 32 into regu
Secondary
uprights together With Said load car
lator valve 84. The fluid Will flow through the 5 riage relatively to said primary uprights while
valve 84 in the same manner as it was explained
said first rail is conditioned to hold said load
it flows through the regulator valve 95 of the
carriage
elevated relatively to Said Secondary
lift valve control LI. The application of pres
uprights.
Sure at the left side of the piston 9 in chain
2. In a truck of the class described, primary
ber 8 has in the meaintime forced the piston 20 uprights,
secondary uprights, means mounting
to the right from its neutral position of Fig. 8
said
secondary
uprights for vertical movement
So that its pin 8 has unseated ball valve 8.
relatively to Said primary uprights, a load car
Therefore, fluid may flow through the regula
riage, means mounting Said load carriage for
tor valve past, the ball valve 8 into the right
vertical
relatively to said secondary
hand Side of chamber 8 and thence through 25 uprights,movement
a
ram
for
lifting Said load carriage
bore 33 and central bore a of spool. 7.
relatively to said secondary uprights extending
From bore a fluid flows through the scalloped
between said Secondary uprights and load car
or bored passages in abutment 4 to the left
riage, and a second ran extending between said
of Said abutment and into chamber 9. From
primary uprights and Secondary uprights for
chamber 3 the fluid will flow through bore 30 lifting
said Secondary uprights relatively to said
to into pipe 23, and thence Will join the out
primary uprights.
put of the pump 26.
3. In a truck of the class described, primary
It is Well to consider at this point that the
uprights, Secondary uprights, means mounting
ball valve 75 must be so loaded by spring 76
secondary uprights for vertical movement
under adjustment mechanism 7 that the fluid 35 said
relatively
to said primary uprights, a load car
from punp 25 will nove through the bore 29
riage, means mounting said load carriage for
to actuate the tilt ram rather than to by-pass
vertical movement relatively to said Secondary
the tilt ran by unseating the ball valve 5. It
uprightS, a ran for lifting said load carriage
is well to consider also that the speed control
relatively to said secondary uprights Supported
paSSages 89 a will determine the speed of tilt 40 On
Said Secondary uprightS, and a second raim
With all excess pressures relieved by flow of
for
lifting said secondary uprights relatively to
fluid past ball valve 75.
said
primary uprights and therefore also said
Let uS now consider what happens when it
load carriage and first ram relatively to said
is desired both to lift the load and tilt it. For
primary uprights.
the particular purpose the control rod 22 is 45 4. In a truck of the class described, primary
then moved toward the left to excite the motor
uprights, secondary uprights, means mounting
23 So that the pump 23 pumps fluid as earlier
said secondary uprights for vertical movement
described into the two rams 46, 55. Simul
On Said primary uprights, a load carriage, means
taneously the pump 25 will direct fluid towards
mounting said load carriage for vertical move
One or the other of two ends of the ran 36 50 ment on Said Secondary uprights, a first ram
under the control of the spool . The fluid
Supported on said secondary Uprights, a flex
returning from the other side of the ran 36
ible member Secured at One end to Said load
will be at sufficiently high pressure so as to
carriage and at its other and to said secondary
move through the bore 33 of the spool and
uprights, means whereby said first ran actuates
through the pipe 23 to the pressure side of 55 said flexible member to lift said load carriage,
the pump 26. he nature of my System is such
a Second ran Supported on said primary up
that the pressure at each side of the ram 36
rights, and means whereby said second ram lifts
is quite great, with the differential relatively
Said Secondary uprights together with said first
small because of the relatively light load moved
ram and load carriage.
by the tilt ran as conpared to the load moved 60 5. In a truck of the class described, primary
by the lift rams. Because of this relationship
uprights, Secondary uprights, means mounting
between the pressures at the two sides of the
said secondary uprights for vertical movement
piston 3, the pressure of the fluid flowing, from
relatively to said primary uprights, a load car
behind the moving piston 37 Will be sufficient
riage, means mounting said load carriage for
to allow the entry of the fiuid into the pressure 65 vertical movement relatively to said secondary
side of the pump 23 for movement therewith
uprights, a first ram, a flexible member Secured
to actuate the rams (36, 55.
at One end to said load Carriage and at its other
I believe that with this description of the
end to said secondary uprights, means whereby
operation and control of the hydraulic mech
Said first ran actuates said flexible member to
a
anism, those skilled in the art will fully appre 70 lift said load carriage relatively to Said Second
iate and understand the basis of my contribu
alry uprights, a second ran, a flexible member
3, bore 2, chamber 26 and pipe 28 back
to the reservoir. The fluid from pump 25 will
go through pipe 2, bore 22, bore 29, the left

tion to the art.
I claim:

1. In a truck of the class described, primary

uprights, Secondary uprights, means mounting

Secured at One end to said secondary uprights

75

and at its other end to said primary uprights,
and means whereby said Second ran actuates

Said flexible member to lift said secondary up

rights together with

11
said
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carriage relatively to Said primary uprights.
6. In a truck of the class described, primary

uprights, secondary uprights, means mounting

Said Secondary uprights for vertical movement
On Said primary uprights, a load carriage, means
mounting Said load carriage for vertical move
ment on Said secondary uprights, a hydraulic
ram for lifting said load carriage relatively to

2

Secondary uprights together with Said load car'riage and first ram relatively to said primary up
rights, and a Source of hydraulic preSSure Con

first ram and load

nected to both Said rams to actuate said rams in

the order of the pressures required to actuate Said
3.S.

11. In a truck of the class described, primary

thereon that the first of said rams is actuated

uprights, secondary uprights, means mounting
said secondary uprights for vertical movement
on said primary uprights, a load carriage, means
mounting said load carriage for vertical move
ment on said secondary uprights, a first hydrau
lic ram supported on said secondary uprights, a
flexible member secured at one end to said load
carriage and at its other end to Said Secondary

first ran is less than that required to actuate the
Second ran whereby said first ram will lift said
load carriage and thereafter the second ram will
lift Said Secondary uprights.

carriage relatively to said secondary uprights, a
second hydraulic ram for lifting said Secondary
uprights relatively to said primary uprights, a
Source of hydraulic pressure connected to both

10. In a truck of the class described, primary

relatively to said primary uprights, a load car

Ondary uprights, a second hydraulic ram Sup

said secondary uprights, a second hydraulic ran,

Said Secondary uprights, a second hydraulic
ram for lifting said secondary uprights rela
tively to said primary uprights, a source of hy
draulic pressure, and the said rams being of
Such size as compared to the loads imposed

10

uprights, means whereby said first ram actuates
from Said source of hydraulic pressure auto
said flexible member to lift Said load carriage,
matically in advance of the second ram.
a second hydraulic ram supported on Said pri
7. In a truck of the class described, primary
mary uprights, means whereby said Second ram
uprights, secondary uprights, means mounting
Said Secondary uprights for vertical movement 20 lifts said secondary uprights together with Said
first ram and load carriage, and a Source of hy
On Said primary uprights, a load carriage, means
draulic pressure connected to both said rans to
mounting Said load carriage for vertical move
actuate said rams in the Order of the preSSures
ment on Said secondary uprights, a hydraulic
required to actuate Said rams.
ran for lifting Said load carriage relatively to
Said Secondary uprights, a second hydraulic ram 25 12. In a truck of the class described, primary
uprights, secondary uprights, means mounting
for lifting said secondary uprights relatively to
said secondary uprights for vertical movement
Said primary uprights, a source of hydraulic
relatively to said primary uprights, a load car
preSSure Connected for the simultaneous flow of
fluid to both rams, the said rams being of such 30 riage, means mounting said load carriage for
vertical movement relatively to said Secondary
size as compared to the loads imposed thereon
uprights, a hydraulic ram for lifting said load
that the fluid pressure required to actuate the

8. In a truck of the class described, primary said rams to actuate said rams in the Order of the
uprights, Secondary uprights, means mounting pressures required to actuate said rams, the first
of said rams having a lighter load with relation
Said Secondary uprights for vertical movement
On Said primary uprights, a load carriage, means to its surface area than the Second ram to a de
mounting Said load carriage for vertical move 40 gree sufficient to effect operation by said fluid
ment on Said secondary uprights, a hydraulic first of said relatively lighter loaded ram and
ram for lifting said load carriage relatively to then of said relatively heavier loaded ram.
13. In a truck of the class described, primary
Said Secondary uprights supported on said sec
ondary uprights, a second hydraulic ram sup uprights, secondary uprights, means mounting
ported on Said primary uprights for lifting said 45 said secondary uprights for vertical movement
Secondary uprights together with said load car on said primary uprights, a load carriage, means
riage and first ram relatively to said primary up mounting said load carriage for vertical move
rights, a Source of hydraulic pressure, and the ment on said secondary uprights, a hydraulic ran
said rams being of such size as compared to the for lifting said load carriage relatively to Said
loads imposed thereon that the first of said rams 50 secondary uprights supported on Said Secondary
uprights, a second hydraulic ram supported on
is actuated from said source of hydraulic pres said
primary uprights for lifting said secondary
Sure automatically in advance of the second ram.
uprights together with said load carriage and
9. In a truck of the class described, primary
uprights, Secondary uprights, means mounting first ram relatively to said primary uprights, a
said Secondary uprights for vertical movement on 55 source of hydraulic pressure connected to both
said primary uprights, a load carriage, means said rams to actuate said rams in the order of the
mounting Said load carriage for vertical move pressures required to actuate said rams, the first
ment on Said secondary uprights, a hydraulic of said rams having a lighter load with relation
to its surface area than the second ran to a de
ram for lifting said load carriage relatively to
Said Secondary uprights, a second hydraulic ram 60 gree sufficient to effect operation by said fluid
for lifting said secondary uprights relatively to first of said relatively lighter loaded ram and
Said primary uprights, and a source of hydraulic then of said relatively heavier loaded ram.
14. In a truck of the class described, primary
preSSure connected to both said rams to actuate
uprights, secondary uprights, means mounting
Said rams in the Order of the pressures required said
secondary uprights for vertical movement
65
to actuate said rams.
riage, means mounting said load carriage for Ver
uprights, Secondary uprights, means mounting tical
movement relatively to said Secondary up
Said Secondary uprights for vertical movement
rights, a first hydraulic ram, a flexible member
On Said primary uprights, a load carriage, means secured
at one end to said load carriage and at
mounting Said load carriage for vertical move 70
ment on Said secondary uprights, a hydraulic its other end to said secondary uprights, means
said first ram actuates said flexible
ran for lifting said load carriage relatively to whereby
member to lift said load carriage relatively to
Said Secondary uprights supported on said sec

ported on Said primary uprights for lifting said 75 means whereby said second ram lifts said second

13
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alry uprights together with said first ran and load

Source of fluid pressure and the other end of said

carriage, a SOuice of hydraulic preSStre COIl

tilt, ram.

nected to both said rains to actuate said rams in

19. In a truck of the class described, a lift ram

the order of the pressures required to actuate said
rams, the first of Said rams having a lighter load

for lifting a load carrying member of said truck,
a tilt ram for tilting said load carrying member,
a pair of pumps, means of communication be

with relation to its surface area than the second
ram to a degree Sufficient to effect operation by

Said fluid first of said relatively lighter loaded
ran and then of Said relatively heavier loaded
al

0.

15. In a truck of the class described, primary

uprights, Secondary uprights, means mounting
said secondary uprights for vertical movement

relatively to said primary uprights, a load car

riage, means mounting said load carriage for
vertical movement relatively to said secondary
uprights, a hydraulic ran, means whereby said
ran lifts Said load carriage relatively to Said Sec
ondary uprights and holds said carriage in ele
Wated relation to said secondary uprights, a Sec
ond hydraulic rain, means whereby said Second
ran lifts Said Secondary uprightS relatively to
said primary uprights while said first ram holds

tween the first of said pumps and both ends of
said tilt ram, means of communication between
the Second of Said pumps and said lift ram, a
direction valve for directing fluid under pressure
fron Said first pump to One end or the other of
Said tilt rarn, fluid passage means in by-pass
relation to said direction valve to permit the flow
of fluid in by-pass relation to said tilt ran when
Said direction Valve is positioned in neutral and
preventing flow of fluid to either end of said tilt
ram, means whereby said fluid passage means are
in communication. With one end of said tilt ran
when said direction valve directs fluid to the

20

said carriage fully elevated relatively to said sec

ondary uprights, and a source of hydraulic pres

other end of said tilt rari, said fluid then flowing
through Said fluid passage means to said lift ran
to augment the normal pressure flow to said lift
ran, a control valve between said lift ran and
said Second pump communicating With said fluid
paSSage means, and means forning part of Said

control valve for directing fluid to said lift ram
when in one position, while directing fluid both
from Said first pump and from Said fluid passage
means back to the low pressure side of both said

sure on said truck connected simultaneously to

both Said rams.

16. In a truck of the class described, primary
uprights, secondary uprights, means mounting
said secondary uprights for vertical movement 30 pinnips. When in a Second position.
20. In a truck of the class described, primary
relatively to said primary uprights, a load car
uprights, Secondary uprights, bearing means
riage, means mounting Said load carriage for
mounting said Secondary uprights for vertical
vertical movement relatively to said secondary
InoVergent on Said primary uprightS, a load car
uprights, a hydraulic ran for lifting said load
riage, bearing means mounting said load carriage
carriage relatively to said Secondary uprights
for
Vertical movement. On Said Secondary up
Supported on said Secondary uprights, a second
rights, a pair of ram pistons, a source of hydrau
hydraulic ram Supported on said primary up
lic fluid pressure, means whereby fluid from said
rights for lifting said secondary uprights together
Source
is directed toward both ram pistons simul
with said load carriage and first ram relatively 40 taneously,
means whereby one of said ram pis
to Said primary uprights, and a source of hy
tons lifts said load carriage on said secondary up
draulic pressure on said truck connected to said
rightS, and means whereby the other of Said ram
a.S.
pistons lifts said secondary uprights on said pri
17. In a truck of the class described, a lift ram
mary uprights, the first of Said ram pistons hav
for lifting a load carrying member of said truck,
ing
a lighter load with relation to its surface area,
a tilt ran for tilting said load carrying member,
than
the second ram piston to a degree sufficient
a Soulce of fluid pressure, lineans of communica
to effect operation by said fluid first of said rela
tion between Said Source of fluid pressure and
tively lighter loaded ran piston and then of said
both ends of said tilt ram, means of communica
relatively heavier loaded ram piston.
tion between Said Source of fluid pressure and
21. In a truck of the class described, primary
said lift ram, a direction valve for directing fluid
uprightS, Secondary uprights, means mounting
under pressure from said source of fluid pressure
Said Secondary uprights for vertical movement
to one end or the other of said tilt ram, a fluid
relatively to Said primary uprights, a load car
paSSage positioned between said direction Valve
riage, means mounting said load carriage for ver
and lift ram to permit the flow of fluid to said
tical movement relatively to said secondary up
lift ram in by-pass relation to said tilt ram when
rights, a pair of ram pistons, a source of hydrau
Said direction valve is positioned in neutral and
lic fiuid pressure, means whereby fluid from said
preventing flow of fluid to either end of said tilt
Source is directed toward both ram pistons simul
rain, and means in Said direction valve whereby
taneously, a chain through which one of said
Said fluid passage is in communication with one 60 I'am pistons lifts Said load carriage relatively to
end of Said tilt ram when said direction valve
directS fluid to the other end of said tilt, ran.

Said Secondary uprights, a second chain through

18. In a truck of the class described, a lift ram
for lifting a load carrying member of said truck,
a tilt ran for tilting said load carrying member,
a Source of fluid pressure, neans of communica

Secondary uprights and carriage together rela
tively to Said primary uprights, the first of said
ran pistons having a lighter load with relation
to its Surface area than the second ram piston to
a degree sufficient to effect operation by said fluid
first of said relatively lighter loaded ram pistor

Which the other of said ran pistons lifts said

65

tion between said source of fiuid pressure and

both ends of said tilt ram, a direction valve for

directing fluid under pressure from said source of
and then of Said relatively heavier loaded ram
fluid pressure to one end or the other of said tilt 70 piston.
ran and against flow to either end, and means in
said direction valve automatically opening a flow

22. In a truck of the class described, primary
uprights, Secondary uprights, bearing means
Inounting said secondary uprights for vertical

paSSage from the low pressure end of said tiltram
toward Said lift ram when communication is

made between the high pressure side of said

movement on Said primary uprights, a load car
75

riage, bearing means mounting said load car
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riage for vertical movement on said Secondary
uprights, a pair of ram pistons, means for direct

together with Said load carriage relatively to said

means whereby the other of said ram pistons lifts
said secondary uprights on said primary up
rightS.

for lifting a load carrying member of said truck,
a tilt ram for tilting said load carrying member,

ing fluid under pressure against said ram pistons,
means whereby one of said ram pistons lifts Said
load carriage on said secondary uprightS, and
23. In a truck of the class described, primary

uprights, secondary uprights, means mounting
said secondary uprights for vertical movement
relatively to said primary uprights, a load car
riage, means mounting said load carriage for Ver
tical movement relatively to Said Secondary up
rights, a pair of rain pistons, means for directing
fluid under pressure against said ram pistons,
means whereby one of said ram pistons lifts said

primary uprights, and means for directing fluid

Simultaneously toward both Said rams whereby
to actuate said rams Sequentially in the Order of
the preSSures required to actuate Said 'ans.
28. In a truck of the class described, a lift ram
a Source of fluid pressure, means of communica

0 tion between said source of fluid pressure and

both ends of said tilt ram, means whereby said
lift ran is in communication with said Source of

fluid pressure in by-pass relation to Said tilt ram
Whereby all the fluid pressure is utilized to ac
5 tuate Said lift ram, a direction Valve for direct
ing fiuid under pressure from said source of fluid
pressure to One end or the other of Said tilt ram
and also against flow to either end, and means in
load carriage relatively to said Secondary up
Said direction Valve automatically opening a flow
rights, and means whereby the other of Said ram
pistons lifts said Secondary uprights relatively 20 paSSage from the low pressure end of Said tilt
ram toward Said lift ram when communication
to said primary uprights.
is made between the high pressure side of said
24. In a truck of the class described, primary
Source of fluid pressure and the other end of said
uprights, Secondary uprights, nireans mounting
tilt ran.
Said Secondary uprights for vertical movement
On Said primary uprights, a load carriage, means 25 29. In a truck of the class described, a tilt ram
for tilting a load carying member of said truck,
mounting said load carriage for vertical move
a source of fluid pressure, means of communica
ment on said Secondary uprights, a pair of ran
tion between said source of fluid pressure and
pistons, a source of hydraulic fluid pressure,
both ends of Said tilt ram, a direction valve hav
means whereby fluid from Said Source is directed
toward both ram pistons simultaneously, a chain 30 ing direction passages for directing fluid under
preSSure fron Said Source of fluid pressure to one
Secured at one end to said load carriage and at
end or the other of Said tilt ran and against flow
its other end to Said Seconday uprights, means
to either end, means forming a part of said direc
Whereby one of Said ran pistonS acts on Said
tion valve positioned in by-pass relation to said
chain to lift Said load carriage on said Secondary
uprightS, and Ileans whereby the other of Said 35 direction passages to permit the flow of fluid in
by-pass relation to said tilt ran when said direc
ram pistons lifts Said Secondary uprights On Said
tion valve is positioned in neutral and preventing
primary uprights, the first of Said ram pistons
flow of fluid to either end of said tilt ram, and
having a lighter load with relation to its surface
Said means automatically opening a passage from
area, than the Second ran piston to a degree Sufi
cient to effect operation by said fluid first of Said 40 the low pressure end of said tilt ram to said
means in by-pass relation to said direction pas
relatively lighter loaded ram piston and then of
Sages When communication is made between the
said relatively heavier loaded ram piston.
high pressure side of said source of fluid pressure
25. An industrial truck comprising a body, a
and the other end of Said tilt ram through one of
tandem mast structure pivotally mounted on the
forward end thereof, guideways in the masts, 45 Said direction passages.
traveling members in the guideways, a hydraulic
BRON ISLAUS I. ULINSKI.
lift on each mast for actuating the traveling
members, the outer mast being supported by the
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26. In an industrial truck, a chassis, a first hy
draulic lift comprising a mast Supported on said
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27. In a truck of the class described, primary
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Howell -------------- Nov. 5, 1940
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2,301,122
Kellett ------------- Nov. 3, 1942
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2,480,066
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